A series of five experiments examined the influence of partial reinforcement on serial autoshaping with pigeons. In Experiment l Group AB+A ° received two sequences of events: A followed by B followed by food, or A alone. Group AB +/° always received the AB sequence, reinforcement being presented on 50% of the trials. Subjects responded more rapidly during A in Group AB+A °. Experiment 2 replicated this finding and confirmed that it was not due to differences in the density of the conditioning trials. A similar outcome was observed in Experiment 3, which also indicated that the differences between the groups were not due to differences in the reinforcing properties of B. The results throughout are interpreted in terms of the Pearce-Hall theory, which states that responding during A in the AB+A ° group is high because this stimulus is an inaccurate predictor of its immediate consequences. The results from the final two experiments support and extend this analysis.
A series of five experiments examined the influence of partial reinforcement on serial autoshaping with pigeons. In Experiment l Group AB+A ° received two sequences of events: A followed by B followed by food, or A alone. Group AB +/° always received the AB sequence, reinforcement being presented on 50% of the trials. Subjects responded more rapidly during A in Group AB+A °. Experiment 2 replicated this finding and confirmed that it was not due to differences in the density of the conditioning trials. A similar outcome was observed in Experiment 3, which also indicated that the differences between the groups were not due to differences in the reinforcing properties of B. The results throughout are interpreted in terms of the Pearce-Hall theory, which states that responding during A in the AB+A ° group is high because this stimulus is an inaccurate predictor of its immediate consequences. The results from the final two experiments support and extend this analysis.
A common assumption of many theories of Pavlovian learning is that the repeated pairing of a conditioned stimulus (CS) and unconditioned stimulus (US) results in the growth of an association between internal representations of these events. The strength of conditioned responding is then held to be directly related to the magnitude of this association (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) . A further claim of these theories is that continuous reinforcement will result in the development of a stronger CS-US association than will partial reinforcement and, in general, the experimental evidence supports this conclusion (see Mackintosh, 1974 , for a review). There are, in contrast, a number of studies showing that partial reinforcement may actually result in a higher asymptote of conditioned responding than continuous reinforcement. Using the pigeon autoshaping procedure, Gibbon, Farrell, Locurto, Duncan, and Terrace (1980) , Picker and Poling (1982) , and Rashotte (198 l) all reThis research was supported in part by a grant from the United Kingdom Science and Engineering Research Council. We would like to thank Helen Kaye and R. A. Boakes for their many valuable comments concerning this article.
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One competing response account for this type of finding has been developed by Boakes (1977;  see also Gibbon et al., 1980) . According to Boakes (1977) , appetitive Pavlovian conditioning strengthens two incompatible responses: one directed toward the site of the US delivery, goal tracking, and one directed toward the CS, sign tracking. Furthermore, he suggested that because continuous reinforcement will result in strong goal tracking, competition from this activity will result in weak sign tracking. When a partial reinforcement schedule is used, the strength of goal tracking will be reduced and thus will permit stronger sign tracking. To test this account, Collins, Young, Davies, and Pearce (1983) examined the effect of partial reinforcement on serial autoshaping. Continuously reinforced subjects received an AB + schedule in which the first CS, the illumination of the response key by one color, A, was followed immediately by the second CS, the illumination of the response key by color B. These trials terminated with food (+). Partially reinforced subjects received an AB+A ° schedule in which reinforced sequences, AB+, were intermixed among nonreinforced (0) presentations of A. Because the occurrence of A was temporally remote from the delivery of food, it is unlikely that either condition should engender much goal tracking to interfere with responding directed toward the key. In support of this argument, it may be of interest to note that subjects were observed during presentations of A and revealed very little evidence of goal tracking. Moreover, the partial-reinforcement schedule, which produced the higher level of key pecking, also produced the higher level of magazine activity, but this latter effect was not significant. These results suggest, therefore, that it is possible to obtain a higher rate of autoshaped responding with a partial rather than a continuous schedule of reinforcement in circumstances that make a competing response account for this effect unlikely. The aim of the present article is to develop an alternative account for the effect of partial reinforcement on autoshaping. For reasons that are made evident shortly, the experiments are confined to serial conditioning procedures similar to those used by Collins et al. (1983) .
The account to be developed in this article is based on the premise that autoshaped key pecking is composed of two classes of response that are governed by different processes. One class can be considered as a conditioned response (CR) that is determined by the strength of the CS-US association. The other class is an orienting response (OR), the vigor of which is not directly related to associative strength. In support of this proposal, it can be noted that Kaye and Pearce (1984) made a similar distinction for responding by rats during an appetitive light CS. Activity directed toward the food magazine was regarded as a CR and was found to be stronger when the light was consistently rather than intermittently paired with food. On the other hand, activity toward the light was regarded as an OR. Kaye and Pearce (1984) proposed that the strength of this response is governed by what may be termed the predictive accuracy of the CS. Thus, when it could be assumed that the CS was serving as an accurate predictor of the US (e.g., after several sessions of continuous reinforcement training), then the strength of the OR toward the light was low. In contrast, when the CS could be regarded as an inaccurate predictor for the occurrence of the US, such as at the outset of conditioning or extinction, or during partial reinforcement, then the strength of the OR toward the light was relatively high.
In the case of pigeon autoshaping, therefore, it is conceivable that the predictive accuracy of a partially reinforced CS will enable it to elicit a stronger OR than its continuously reinforced counterpart. This difference may then more than compensate for the reduction in the strength of the CR produced by the partialreinforcement schedule. This analysis is examined in the following way. First, a formal account of the factors that determine the strength of the CR and the OR is presented. As far as the OR is concerned, the principles considered are those described by Kaye and Pearce (1984) . For the CR the model of Pavlovian conditioning described by Pearce and Hall (1980) is used. These formal accounts are then extended to serial-conditioning procedures because it is with these that the most precise novel predictions can be made. Experimental tests of these predictions are then presented, followed in the General Discussion by a consideration of alternative theoretical accounts for the results we report. If)~ is used to refer to the asymptote of conditioning that a US is capable of supporting, and V is used to express the current associative strength of a CS, then the expression ()~ -V) can be used as an index of the predictive accuracy of a CS. The smaller the value of this discrepancy, the more accurately a CS can be said to predict its consequences. Kaye and Pearce (1984) proposed that Equation 1 may be used to describe the relation between the predictive accuracy ofa CS on Trial n -1 and the strength of the OR, a, directed toward it on the subsequent trial. a n = 3"IX n-~ -Vn-~l + (1 -3")c~ n-~. (1) This equation makes the same qualitative predictions as if the expression (), -V) alone were to determine a, but the rate at which the value of this parameter changes is less rapid. In Equation 1, a is determined not only by the events of the preceding trial but also by an exponentially weighted moving average of its preceding values (Killeen, 1981) . The relative contribution of recent and remote trials is determined by 3", which like a and V can vary in value between 0 and 1. Pearce, Kaye and Hall (1982) discussed some of the factors that may determine the value of 3'-It should be evident that during training with a partial-reinforcement schedule )~ and V will very rarely be equal, and a will be sustained at some positive value. After extended continuous-reinforcement training, however, V will be equal to X, and a will approach zero.
According to Pearce and Hall (1980) , the amount of attention or central processing that a CS receives varies during Pavlovian conditioning. It is assumed that these variations play an important role in determining the magnitude of associative change on any trial, but they do not directly influence the performance of the CR. In fact, the relation expressed by Equation l is exactly the same as that offered by Pearce et al. (1982) to determine the amount of attention paid to a CS during conditioning. In other words, the OR can be regarded as a behavioral index of the amount of attention that a CS receives. Equation 2 was developed by Pearce et al. (1982) to demonstrate the relation between the amount of attention paid to a CS and the amount of associative change, A V, on any conditioning trial. The learning rate parameters/3 and S are determined, respectively, by the nature of the reinforcer and the CS. The term R refers to the magnitude of the reinforcer for the trial, and its value is influenced by the relation between V and X. If V < X, then, providing a reinforcer is present, excitatory conditioning will take place and the value of ~, will determine R. On the other hand, if V > ~, which can occur either on nonreinforced trials or if a CS overpredicts a US, then inhibitory conditioning will occur. For the purposes of the present exposition, on these occasions R can be set to the value of ~, -V, but this constitutes an oversimplification of the Pearce-Hall (1980) model as far as the conceptualization of the inhibitory learning process is concerned.
This account states that during conditioning with a continuous-reinforcement schedule attention to the CS will initially be high because it is a poor predictor of the unconditioned stimulus. That is, X -Vwill be large, and the increments in associative strength at this stage will be considerable. As conditioning progresses, the CS will improve as a predictor of the US, X -V will decline, and the corresponding decrease in the value of a will result in progressively smaller increments in associative strength. At asymptote there will be no discrepancy between ~, and V; attention to the CS will cease (at least as far as associative learning is concerned), and, according to Equation 2, conditioning will also cease.
Provided that a partial-reinforcement schedule is random, then the values of V and X will very rarely be equal on any conditioning trial, and, according to Equation l, a will be sustained at some relatively high value. As a result Equation 2 predicts that conditioning will never reach a stable asymptote. Of considerable importance is the fact that the outcome of partial-reinforcement training depends upon the relative values of the learning rate parameters for reinforced (BE) and nonreinforced (/31) trials. Provided that/31 exceeds/3e, then the decrements in associative strength due to nonreinforcement will, in general, be greater than the increments due to reinforcement, and the average associative strength will be less than that obtained with a continuous reinforcement schedule. ~ A computer simulation of Equations 1 and 2 was conducted to confirm that the above predictions do follow from the model. The results of this simulation are presented in the right-hand side of Figure 1 . The upper panel shows the predicted changes in a during schedules of continuous reinforcement and 50% partial reinforcement. The starting value of a was set arbitrarily at a value of 0. During the initial conditioning trials of both schedules, the value of this parameter increases because of the large discrepancy between X and V on reinforced trials. As predicted, however, a can be seen to decline in value during continuousreinforcement training but is sustained at some relatively high value with partial reinforcement. The lower panel portrays the effects of these reinforcement schedules on associative strength. Here, the continuous-reinforcement t If these assumptions are unacceptable, then any formal theory of Pavlovian conditioning can be substituted for the Pearce-Hall model as far as determining the value of V is concerned. Provided it predicts that partial reinforcement will produce weaker associative strength than continuous reinforcement, then the following predictions concerning Vduring serial conditioning, derived from the Pearce-Hall model, will also follow from the alternative. We adopted the Pearce-Hall model for determining associative strength because it provides a framework for relating the OR to the Pavlovian learning process. schedule resulted in higher associative strength than did partial reinforcement. One point that should be emphasized is that because the rules for relating ot and V to the vigor of responding are unknown, the account we are proposing does not make any precise predictions concerning the influence of partial reinforcement on first-order autoshaping. The account asserts merely that a partial-reinforcement schedule will result in a strong OR, which will compensate to an unknown extent for the decrement in CR strength produced by the nonreinforced trials of this training. It is thus not possible to predict in advance whether or not a partially reinforced autoshaping schedule will result in a higher or lower level of responding than will continuous reinforcement. More precise predictions, however, are possible when this analysis is applied to certain serial-conditioning procedures as the following simulations and discussion show.
Three different procedures are considered; training in each includes trials consisting of one CS, A, followed by a second CS, B, followed by food. For condition AB ÷ this is the only training. For the remaining two conditions, reinforced AB sequences are intermixed among nonreinforced trials, either of A alone for condition AB+A ° or of the AB sequence for the AB ÷/° condition. As far as predicting the changes in Vand ct for B with these schedules is concerned, the simulations depicted in the right-hand panels of Figure 1 may be used, provided one bears in mind that in the AB ÷ and AB+A ° conditions B is continuously reinforced but only partially reinforced in the AB ÷/° condition.
To simulate the changes in V and a for A, it is necessary to make some assumptions concerning the values to be substituted for ~, in Equations 1 and 2. For each trial an arbitrary value of half of the current associative strength of B was used as the asymptote for conditioning with A. This was based upon the supposition that a signal for food is a less effective reinforcer than food itself. In addition, it was assumed that the occurrence or omission of food would not directly influence conditioning with A. This decision is based upon the observation by Collins et al. (1983) that in a trace-autoshaping procedure, using the temporal parameters of the studies reported below, there was virtually no evidence of responding during the trace CS (median rates were approximately 1 and 0 responses per trial for continuous and partial reinforcement, respectively). One implication of this assumption is that only the immediate consequences of a CS during autoshaping play an important role in determining the strength of responding toward it.
The predictions made by Equations 1 and 2 concerning the values of V and a for A in the three serial autoshaping conditions are depicted in the left-hand panels of Figure 1 . The lower panel shows that the AB + condition should produce greater associative strength than either the AB+A ° or the AB +/° conditions, which do not differ in this respect. The upper panel indicates that after a number of trials a declines to a relatively low value for the AB + and AB +/° conditions but is sustained at a relatively high value in the AB+A ° condition. This difference reflects the fact that only in the lastnamed schedule can A be regarded as an inaccurate predictor of its immediate consequences, B. The following predictions can be derived from these simulations if it is accepted that the strength of autoshaped key pecking is determined jointly by the associative strength of a CS and the amount of attention directed toward it.
1. Because the AB +/° and the AB+A ° conditions yield similar levels of associative strength for A, but the latter results in the higher value of a, then responding during A should be more rapid in the AB+A ° than the AB +/° condition. This novel prediction is examined in detail in the reported experiments.
2. The low value of a for A in the AB +/° condition is predicted because at asymptote the associative strength of A is approximately equal to the reinforcing properties of B. Because this property of B is determined by its associative strength, it is by no means necessary for A to be followed by the same CS on every trial for it to elicit a low response rate relative to the AB+A ° schedule. Stimulus A could be followed by different stimuli presented in a random sequence and still elicit a low response rate, provided that the associative strength of these stimuli is approximately equal. This prediction is tested in Experiment 4.
3. The associative strength of A is predicted to be less in the AB÷A ° than the AB ÷ condition. However, the ultimate level of responding during A may be higher for the AB+A ° condition because of the stronger OR in this group. This prediction has already been confirmed by Collins et al. (1983) and is replicated in Experiment 5.
4. At asymptote, the predicted values of a for A are virtually the same for the AB ÷/° and AB ÷ conditions. Because the AB ÷ condition should produce the greater associative strength with this CS, it follows that responding during A should be more vigorous in the AB ÷ than the AB +/° condition. This prediction is tested in Experiment 5.
Experiment 1
Two groups received the treatment described above as the AB+A ° and the AB +/° conditions. Thus all subjects received reinforced sequences in which the illumination of a response key by one color served as CS A, and its illumination by a different color constituted CS B. Group AB+A ° received nonreinforced presentations ofCS A intermixed among these trials, whereas for Group AB ÷/° the entire AB sequence was presented nonreinforced. Thus the only difference between the two groups is whether or not A is followed by B on nonreinforced trials. In spite of this apparently trivial manipulation, the previous discussion predicts that responding during A should be more rapid in Group AB+A ° than Group AB +/°.
Method Subjects
The subjects were 16 experimentally naive adult male pigeons with a mean free-feeding weight of 384 g (range: 305-5 l0 g). Throughout the experiment they were maintained at 80% of their free-feeding weights by restricting the amount of food given after each experimental session.
Apparatus
The experimental apparatus consisted of eight standard pigeon test chambers each containing a three-key pigeon panel (Campden Instruments Limited). The keys, each 2.8 era in diameter, were situated 24 cm above the floor of the chamber. The center key was the only one used in this experiment. Food was delivered by operating a grain feeder (Camlxlen Instruments Limited), which was illuminated whenever food was presented.
The chambers were permanently lit during all experimental sessions by a 2.8-W bulb, operated at 24 V, located 4 cm above the center of the central response key. The walls of the chambers provided some degree of sound proofing. Background noise at 60 dB re 20 uN/m 2 was provided by the continuous operation of the extractor fan.
Procedure
Feeder training. In the first session, lasting 30 min, all subjects were placed in the chambers, with the grain feeders permanently operated. For the next four sessions, each lasting 40 min, food was made available on a fixed-time (FT) 60-s schedule. The feeder was presented for 20 s, 10 s, 5 s, and 3 s in successive sessions. If, in any session, subjects failed to eat, they received additional training before progressing to the conditions scheduled for the next session. Throughout the remainder of the experiment, the duration of each feeder presentation was 3 s.
Pretraining. Subjects were randomly allocated to one of two groups (n = 8). They then received six daily sessions ofautoshaping, each lasting 60 min. Group AB+A ° received 20 autoshaping trials in each session, which consisted of a 10-s green illumination of the center key followed by presentation of food. The trials occurred with a mean intertrial interval (ITI) of 180 s (range: 90-360 s). Group AB +/° received 40 autoshaping trials, which occurred on a FT 90-s schedule, but only 20 of these trials were followed by food. The sequence of reinforced and nonreinforced trials was random, with the constraint that no more than three trials of the same type could occur in succession.
Prior to the test stage, both groups received one session consisting of 40 nonreinforced presentations of the center key illuminated red for l0 s. These trials occurred on the same FT schedule as the other pretraining trials for Group AB +/°. Their purpose was to minimize the rate of key pecking to this stimulus prior to the test stage.
Testing. Group AB+A ° received forty 10-s presentations of red key illumination (A), the offset of 20 of which led immediately to 10-s green illumination of the same key (B), followed by the presentation of food. The offset of the remaining 20 A presentations signaled the termination of those trials. The presentations of A occurred on a FT 90-s schedule. Group AB +/° received the same schedule of A presentations as Group AB+A °, but every presentation was followed by B. Food-hopper operation occurred on the offset of only 20 of these compound trials. Testing continued for eight daily 60-rain sessions.
Results
For all the experiments reported in this article, the distribution of response rates during the first element of the serial compound was inappropriate for parametric statistical analysis. In particular, the response rates in groups equivalent to Group AB ÷/° were extremely positively skewed. The statistical treatment of the data for the first element was therefore conducted using nonparametric tests. Parametric tests were used for the more normally distributed response rates occurring during the second element.
The results of testing for both groups are presented in Figure 2 the median response rates to the red stimulus for the preexposure session and for the eight sessions of serial conditioning when it was presented as Stimulus A of the serial compound. The effect of preexposure to this stimulus was to produce very low rates of responding to it. Analysis of the individual response rates confirmed that there was no significant difference between the two groups on this session, U = 25, p > .25. The first day of serial conditioning did not result in a change in this relation, but from Session 2 onward Group AB+A ° increased its rate of responding substantially, whereas Group AB +/° continued to respond at an extremely low rate. These observations were supported by statistical analysis of individual mean response rates for the eight sessions combined, U = 9, p < .01.
The lower panel of Figure 2 shows the mean response rates to the green key light (B) in the serial conditioning stage. In Group AB ÷/° this stimulus was only sometimes followed by food, whereas in Group AB÷A ° it was consistently followed by food. The effect of this difference was that Group AB +/° responded at a somewhat faster rate than Group AB+A °. Analysis of individual response rates for the eight sessions revealed a significant groups difference, F(l, 14) = 7.5, p = .016, and days effect, F(7, 98) = 4.4, p < .001, but the Group × Day interaction was not significant.
Discussion
When the first element of the serial compound was occasionally followed by either the continuously reinforced second element or nothing, then it elicited a very high rate of responding. The results for Group AB */° were very different. For these subjects A was consistently paired with B, but B was intermittently paired with food. Despite the fact that these subjects had exactly the same schedule of food reinforcement associated with Stimulus A as Group AB÷A °, they responded to it at very low rates. It would appear on the basis of these results, then, that partial reinforcement with food is not solely responsible for the high rates of responding during the first CS in Group AB*A °, but that As relation with B must play at least some part in producing the high rates of responding toward it. It should be noted that this relation is quite different in the two groups. In terms of the analysis presented initially, A in Group AB+A ° can serve only as an inaccurate predictor of its immediate consequences, whereas in Group AB ÷/° it can very reliably predict the occurrence of the next event, B. By Pearce and Hall's reasoning, A in the former group should therefore sustain more attention than A in Group AB +/°, and this in turn may result in a stronger OR being directed toward it.
which AB pairings were presented on average once every 180 s, exerted a more effective influence on autoshaping than the massed presentations of B in Group AB ÷/°, in which the AB pairings occurred once every 90 s. The purpose of the second experiment was to investigate this possibility more closely.
Four groups were investigated. Group AB*A°-M and Group AB*/°-M were identical with respect to the frequency of occurrence of A, whereas Group AB+A°-S and Group AB */°-S received similar trial presentations as their namesake former groups but with an increased intertrial interval. If the reason for the low rate of responding during A in Group AB ÷/° in Experiment l was indeed the massed nature of the AB presentations, then spacing these presentations for Group AB*/°-S should result in these subjects responding rapidly during A. The Pearce-Hall model, in contrast, predicts that despite the spacing of trials Group AB */°-S will respond slowly to A. This stimulus is still an accurate predictor of its immediate consequences, and as such very little attention will be sustained to it. A result of this low level of attention, according to the arguments advanced in the introduction, is that Stimulus A should elicit only a weak OR.
Method

Subjects and Apparatus
The subjects were 32 experimentally naive adult male pigeons with a mean free-feeding weight of 418 g (range: 335-523 g). Deprivation conditions were as described in Experiment 1. The apparatus was as described in Experiment 1, except that only four test chambers were used.
Experiment 2
It is now well established that spaced rather than massed conditioning trials produce better autoshaping (e.g., Gibbon & Balsam, 1981; Jenkins, Barnes, & Barrera, 1981) . In Experiment 1 the frequency of occurrence of A with respect to food was identical in both schedules, and in this respect trial density could not have been responsible for the different results. It is possible, however, to consider Stimulus B as the reinforcer for responding during A, and as such the relative density of B presentations could be crucial. It may be that the spaced occurrences of B in the AB÷A ° schedule, in
Procedure
Feeder training. All subjects received feeder training as described in Experiment 1.
Pretraining. Group AB÷A°-S received l0 autoshaping trials in each session, which consisted of a 10-s green illumination of the center key followed by the operation of the food hopper. The trials occurred with a mean ITI of 360 s (range: 180-540 s). Group AB÷A°-M received 20 such trials which occurred with a mean ITI of 180 s (range: 90-270 s). Group AB÷/°-S received 20 autoshaping trials with the green key light, which occurred on a FT 180-s schedule, but only l0 of these trials were followed by food. Group AB+~°-M received 40 such trials (20 were followed by food) on a FT 90-s schedule. Pretraining lasted for six sessions. Before the test stage began, all groups received two sessions, each consisting of 40 nonreinforced presentations of the center key illuminated red for 10 s. These trials occurred on a FT 90-s schedule.
Testing. Group AB+A°-S received twenty 10-s presentations of red key illumination (A), the offset of 10 of which led immediately to 10-s green illumination of the same key (B), folllowed by access to food. The offset of the 10 remaining A presentations signaled the end of those trials. The onsets of A occurred on a FT 180-s schedule. Group AB+A°-M received 40 A presentations, 20 of which led immediately to B and subsequently to food. The presentations of A in this group occurred on a FT 90-s schedule.
Group AB+/°-S received the same schedule of A presentations as Group AB+A°-S, except that every presentation was followed by B. It should also be noted that this group had the same temporal frequency of B as Group AB÷A °-M. Food occurred on the offset of only 10 of these trials. Group AB+/°-M received an identical schedule of A presentations as Group AB+A°-M, although every offset of A led immediately to B. Access to food followed the offset of 20 of these trials.
The sequence of trials was random with the constraint that not more than two trials of the same type could occur in succession. Any other procedural details that have been omitted were the same as for Experiment !.
Results
The upper panel of Figure 3 contains the median rates of key pecking during A for all four groups in the preexposure and conditioning stages.
The second preexposure session produced extremely low rates of responding in all groups, and no differences were found between them, Us > 2 l, ps > .25. At the start of serial conditioning, Groups AB+A°-M and AB+/°-S responded at relatively high rates, whereas Groups AB+A°-S and AB+/°-M responded at fairly low rates. As conditioning progressed, Group AB+A°-M maintained its high level of responding, whereas Group AB+/°-M decreased responding to almost negligible levels. The two spaced-trials groups reversed their initial levels of responding with continued testing. Group AB+A°-S very rapidly increased responding until extremely high rates were achieved in the later sessions, whereas Group AB+/°-S gradually decreased responding to little more than preexposure rates. A nonparametric two-way analysis of variance (Wilson, 1956 ) was carried out on the individual mean rates for the eight sessions combined, using the factors of trial density (whether massed or spaced) and schedule of B occurrence (whether or not A was continuously or partially followed by B). The effect of the B schedule was significant, X2(1, N = 16) = 4.5, p < .05. The effect of trial density, x2(l, N = 16) = 0, and the interaction between the factors, ×2(1, N = 16) = .5, were not significant (ps > .30).
The lower panel represents the mean response rates for all groups to the second CS of the serial compounds. Responding in all groups can be seen to be remarkably stable. Responding is at the highest level in Group AB+/°-S and lowest in Group AB+A°-S, but analysis of variance of individual response rates for the eight sessions revealed that the effects of groups, days, and the Group X Day interaction were not significant.
Discussion
The results replicate the findings of Experiment 1. Subjects trained with the AB+A ° schedule responded at a considerably faster rate during A than in the AB +/° schedule. Moreover, this difference cannot be attributed to the conditioning trials being more spaced in the former schedule. As far as pairing A with food is concerned, the trial density was the same for Groups AB+A°-S and AB+/°-S and for Groups AB+A°-M and AB+/°-M. In addition, if the pairing of A with B is considered to be of critical importance in determining the response rate during A, then it should be noted that the density of the AB pairings was the same for Group AB+A°-M and Group AB +/°-S, yet responding was much faster during A in Group AB+A°-M. It follows, then, that the present results were due more to the schedules used than to the timing of these schedules.
Experiment 3
The predictions derived in the introduction were based upon the assumption that the associative strength of A in the AB+A ° schedule will ultimately be of the same value as in the AB ÷/° schedule. Such an assumption may be unjustified because it is quite conceivable that a continuously reinforced CS is a better reinforcer for responding during A than a partially reinforced CS. Thus the differences in the response rates during A engendered by these schedules could be due entirely to differences in the associative strength of A rather than to differences in the strength of the OR directed toward this stimulus. The purpose of the present experiment is to examine this possibility further.
One group of subjects (Group AB ÷/°) received training in the AB ÷/° condition, and on the basis of the previous results they should respond at a low rate during A. The second group (Group AB +/° A °) also received exposure to the AB ÷/° condition, but in addition they received an equivalent number of trials consisting merely of nonreinforced presentations of A. Because B is partially reinforced in both groups, the effectiveness of this event as a conditioned reinforcer will be the same for all subjects. Responding during A in Group AB +/° A ° should, therefore, be as low as, if not lower than, for subjects in Group AB ÷/°. Set against this expectation, the Pearce-Hall model predicts a different outcome. For Group AB ÷/° A °, A will occasionally be followed by a partially reinforced CS and occasionally by nothing, thereby having unpredictable consequences. As such, A will never be able to serve as an accurate predictor of the events it immediately precedes and should therefore persist in being attended to by subjects. Ifa high level of attention does result in a strong OR, then responding during A should be relatively high for this group.
Method Subjects and Apparatus
The subjects were the 16 pigeons that were used in Group AB +/° and Group AB +/° AD ÷j° in Experiment 4. Each group of the present experiment was composed of half of the. subjects of these previous groups. Deprivation conditions and apparatus were the same as for Experiment 1, except that only four test chambers were used. maining 20 trials consisted simply of A presentations followed by nothing. For all subjects the time between successive onsets of A was 90 s. The order of trials was random, with the constraint that no more than two trials of any one condition could occur in succession.
Results
The upper panel of Figure 4 shows the median rates of key pecking during A for both groups during the test stage and during the single session of nonreinforced preexposure.
It is quite obvious that no difference between the groups existed on the preexposure session, U = 23, p > .25. On the first day of testing, there was a sharp increase in responding by Group AB +/° A ° over Group AB +/°, but this declined on Day 2. This same difference gradually emerged again until by the end of testing it was quite consistent. Analysis of individual mean rates of responding for the eight sessions combined revealed that this was a significant difference between the groups, U = 12, p = .038.
The lower panel illustrates the mean rate of responding of both groups during Stimulus B in the test stage. It is evident that no obvious difference emerged between the groups throughout this stage, and this was verified by "~ 50 Procedure Pretraining. Feeder training was not necessary. All -~ t.O subjects received five sessions of partially reinforced au-I ac toshaping with the B stimulus that had been paired with food also on a partial-reinforcement schedule in their pre-~1 vious experiment. For half of the subjects, this was lO-s red illumination of the center key, whereas for the other lC half it was green illumination. These stimuli served as the B element during subsequent serial compound conditioning. Group AB +/° received 40 such trials, 20 of which terminated with access to food. Trials occurred on a FT 90-s schedule. Group AB +/° A ° received only 20 trials, 10 of = which were reinforced. These trials occurred with a mean 1~ ITI of 180 s (range: 90-360 s). On the sixth session of pretraining, subjects received 40 nonreinforced presenta-~ "~[" tions of A. This stimulus was red illumination of the center key for those subjects who received green as the B stimulus, ~ ~ and green for those who received red as the B stimulus. For all subjects the stimulus introduced in the sixth session was novel.
Testing. After the completion of pretraining, both groups received eight sessions of serial conditioning. Group AB ÷/° received 40 trials in each session, in which A was presented for 10 s followed immediately by B for 10 s. Half of these trials were reinforced on Bs offset. Group AB +'° A ° also received 40 trials, 20 of which were identical to those for Group AB +/° with 10 trials reinforced. The re- analysis of variance. The effects of groups, days, and the Group X Day interaction were all nonsignificant (Fs < 1).
Discussion
A group receiving presentations of Stimulus A by itself intermixed among trials in which it preceded a partially reinforced CS, B, responded at a high rate whenever A was presented. A second group that received only pairings of A with the partially reinforced B stimulus responded at a considerably lower rate during A. In terms of the relation between A and food, this outcome is somewhat unexpected because the group that received food after only 25% of the presentations of A responded more rapidly during A than did subjects for which food was available after 50% of the trials involving A.
In contrast to the previous experiments, this difference between the groups cannot be attributed to differences in the effectiveness of the reinforcing power of B. In both groups the relation between B and food was the same, and its reinforcing properties for A should have been identical for all subjects.
One unexpected feature of these results is the high level of responding during A at the outset of testing in Group AB +/° A °. Unfortunately, we are unable to offer any certain explanation for this finding, which is inconsistent with all our experiments involving the AB+A ° condition and its variations. This result may be a consequence of the fact that subjects were not naive at the outset of the study.
Experiment 4
The simulations of the serial-conditioning procedures in the introduction were based on the premise that the value of X, as far as A is concerned, is determined by a fraction of the associative strength of B. Equation l asserts, therefore, that once the associative strength of A is equal to this value, then subjects will cease to attend to A and it will elicit a weak OR. According to this account, then, it is not essential for A to be followed by the same CS in the AB +/° condition on every trial in order for it to produce a low response rate. For example, provided they are of equivalent associative strength, A could be followed by two different stimuli presented randomly and still not generate a high response rate. In other words, A must be an accurate predictor of the associative strength of the event that follows it rather than of the precise quality of that event.
The next experiment was designed to test this prediction by incorporating Group AB + AD O and Group AB +/° AD +/°. On reinforced trials Group AB + AD O received the sequence of Stimulus A followed by B followed by food, whereas on nonreinforced trials only the sequence A followed by a third stimulus, D, was presented. Group AB +/° AD +/° also received these trials, but in addition received reinforced presentations of the AD sequence and nonreinforced presentations of the AB sequence. If a high rate of responding during A depends merely on this stimulus being followed by unpredictable stimulus change, then the random occurrence of either B or D after A should be sufficient to produce this effect in both groups. On the other hand, if as suggested previously, unpredictable variations in the associative strength of the events immediately following A are responsible for a high rate of responding during this stimulus, then a slow rate of responding will be expected for Group AB +/° AD +/°. This follows because B and D are associated with the same reinforcement schedule and should therefore be of equal value. In Group AB + AD °, B and D signal different outcomes with respect to food, and this should be sufficient to result in a high rate of responding during A. Finally, to act as controls, Groups AB +/° and AB+A ° received the treatment administered to the equivalent groups of the previous studies.
Method Subjects and Apparatus
The subjects were 32 experimentally naive adult pigeons, with a mean free-feeding weight of 420 g (range: 310-541 g). Deprivation conditions and apparatus were the same as for Experiment 1.
Procedure
Pretraining. Pretraining was conducted with those stimuli that were subsequently to act as the second element of the serial conditioning in the test stage. Thus, Group AB+A ° received straightforward autoshaping with B. For half of the subjects in this group, B was 10-s red illumination of the center key, whereas for the others it was green. Each session contained 20 reinforced presentations of this Testing. The serial-conditioning phase lasted for eight daily sessions. Group AB+A ° received 40 presentations of A, on a FT 90-s schedule, in each session. The offset of 20 of these presentations was followed immediately by the onset of B and subsequently, on B's offset, by food. The remaining 20 presentations of A were followed by nothing. Group AB ÷/° received an identical schedule of A presentations, but each one was followed by B. Only half of these B presentations were followed by reinforcement. Group AB + AD o also received 40 presentations of A; 20 presentations were followed by B and reinforced, and the remaining 20 were followed by D and nonreinforced. Group AB +t° AD +t° received an identical schedule of stimuli presentations as Group AB + AD °, but half of each of B's and D's occurrences were reinforced and half were nonreinforced. The order of trials was random, but no more than two trials of any one condition occurred in succession. Procedural details, where omitted, were the same as for Experiment 1.
Results
The upper panel of Figure 5 contains the median rates of key pecking during A for all four groups in the conditioning phase and in the nonreinforced preexposure session.
The preexposure session produced very low rates of responding in all groups except Group AB ÷/° AD +/°. This group responded significantly faster than each of the other three groups, Us < 13, ps < .05. This difference is unique to this experiment, and we can offer no explanation for it.
On the first day of serial conditioning, very little difference was evident among the groups, but as the stage progressed, Groups AB+A ° and AB+AD ° increased their response rates quite substantially, whereas Groups AB +/° and AB+/°AD +/° reduced their response rates to particularly low levels. A nonparametric twoway analysis of variance (Wilson, 1956 ) was carried out on the mean data of the eight sessions combined, using the factors of motivational consistency (whether or not A was followed by a motivationally consistent outcome) and stimulus consistency (whether or not A was followed by D). The effect of motivational consistency was significant, x2(1, N = 16) = 4.5, p < .05. The effect of stimulus consistency, X2( 1, N = 16) = 0, and the interaction between the factors, X2(1, N = 16) = 0.5, were not significant (ps > .30).
The lower panel of Figure 5 demonstrates the mean response rates for all groups to the second stimuli of the serial compound. Response rates in the presence of B and D have been combined and represented as a single stimulus for Group AB +/° AD ÷/°. Not surprisingly, responding to D, in Group AB+AD °, was extremely low, and the results for this stimulus were excluded from the analysis of variance. Responding to the other stimuli by all groups can be seen to be remarkably stable. Analysis of variance of individual response rates for the eight sessions indicated that the effects of groups, days, and the Group X Day interaction were not significant (Fs < 1).
Discussion
Two groups of subjects received Stimulus A intermittently paired with either B or D. When these two stimuli were of different motivational significance, then responding during A was rapid, whereas a low response rate resulted when B and D were of equivalent associative strength. Apparently, then, it is not simply the inaccuracy of A as a predictor of its immediate consequences that is responsible for the high rate of responding it elicits. Instead, it must be the inaccuracy of A as a predictor of the associative strength of the events that follow it that determines the rate of responding during its presence.
Experiment 5
In this final experiment, the rate of responding during A in the AB+A ° and the AB +/° conditions is compared with that in the AB ÷ condition. On the basis of our previous work (Collins et al., 1983) , we anticipated that the response rate during A in the AB+A ° condition would be greater than for the AB ÷ condition. In terms of the account presented in the introduction, this difference would be due to the inaccuracy of A as a predictor of B resulting in a strong OR in Group AB+A °. Such an effect would not be expected in the AB ÷ condition because at asymptote the occurrence of B can be reliably predicted by the occurrence of A.
One novel prediction to be tested by this experiment concerns the AB ÷ and AB +/° conditions. The simulations in the introduction indicated that the greater associative strength of B in the AB ÷ than the AB ÷/° condition will result in A's acquiring more associative strength in the former than the latter schedule. However, because A reliably precedes B, it follows for both conditions that the strength of the OR during A should be similar. Accordingly, by virtue of its greater associative strength, the response rate during A in the AB ÷ condition is expected to be greater than in the AB ÷/° condition. 
Method
Subjects and Apparatus
The subjects were 24 experimentally naive adult male pigeons with a mean free-feeding weight of 437 g (range: 335-540 g). The deprivation conditions and apparatus were the same as for Experiment 1.
Procedure
Feeder training. All subjects received the feeder training described in Experiment 1.
Pretraining. Subjects were randomly allocated to one of three groups (n = 8). Each group was then subject to 10 daily sessions of autoshaping, each lasting 60 rain. Group AB + and Group AB+A ° both received 30 trials in each session, in which the right-side response key was illuminated green (Stimulus B) for 10 s. The offset of this key light was immediately followed by the operation of the feeder for 3 s. The intertrial interval (ITI) varied between 53 and 182 s, with a mean interval of 106 s. The third group, Group AB +/°, received 60 trials in each session identical to those described for the other two groups, but only 30 of those trials were followed by the operation of the feeder. Trials for Group AB +t° occurred according to an FT 53-s schedule. The sequence of trials was random, with the constraint that no more than three trials of the same type could occur in succession.
Before proceeding to the next stage of the experiment, all groups received one session of 30 trials, in which the center response key was illuminated green (Stimulus A) for 10 s and nonreinforced. The ITI was the same as for Groups AB + and AB+A ° in the previous autoshaping sessions. The purpose of this preexposure session was to lower the rate of key pecking to this stimulus, in all groups, before the start of the next stage.
Testing. This stage of the experiment was continued for eight daily 60-min sessions. The procedure for Group AB + was identical to that in the pretraining stage, except that subjects were presented with 10-s green illumination of the center key immediately before the green illumination of the right-side key for 10 s. The mean and range of ITI were the same as in pretraining.
Group AB+A ° received 30 trials identical to those described for Group AB+; in addition, subjects were presented with 30 nonreinforced trials of the illumination of the center key by a green light for 10 s. The sequence of trials was random with the constraint that no more than 3 trials of either condition could occur in succession. The interval between illuminations of the center key was 53 s, whereas reinforced trials occurred with a mean interval of 106 s.
Group AB +/° received sixty 10-s presentations of rightside key illumination with the same reinforcement schedule as in the pretraining stage. Prior to each side-key illumination, however, subjects received 10-s green illumination of the center key. The mean and range oflTI were the same as those in pretraining.
Results
The upper panel of Figure 6 shows the median response rate to the center key, on which Stimulus A was presented, for the preexposure session and for the eight sessions of testing. On the preexposure session, all three groups responded on the center key at similar, very low rates. During the test phase, the rate of responding during the presence of A showed a marked increase in Group AB+A ° and a moderate increase in Group AB ÷. The response rate for Group AB ÷/° remained at a very low level throughout this stage of the experiment.
Statistical analyses confirmed these observations. On the preexposure session, there was no difference between the groups in the rate of responding to A, Us > 15, ps > .05. Analysis of individual mean response rates for the eight sessions combined confirmed that the groups differed during the test phase of the experiment, Kruskal-Wallis, H(2) = 13.4, p < .01. Subsequent comparisons revealed that the rate of responding was significantly faster in Group AB+A ° than in either Group AB ÷, U = 10, p < .025, or in Group AB ÷/°, U = 4, p < .01. The difference between Group AB ÷/° and Group AB ÷ was also significant, U = 8, p < .01. The lower panel of Figure 1 shows the mean rate of responding during the second element of the serial compound, Stimulus B, for the three groups during the test phase. It is evident that all groups responded at similar rates throughout this stage of the experiment. Statistical analysis of individual response rates for the three groups during the eight sessions confirmed these observations. The effect of groups (F < 1) was nonsignificant. There was a significant effect of days, F(7, 147) = 3.66, p < .01, but the Group × Day interaction, F(I 4, 147) = 1.37, p > .25 was not significant.
Discussion
The results from Groups AB+A ° and AB + replicate the findings of our previous studies (Collins et al., 1983) . When the first element of the serial compound was occasionally followed by either the continuously reinforced second element or nothing, then it elicited a high rate of responding. However, if the first element was consistently followed by the continuously reinforced second element, then subjects responded at a relatively low rate during A. The novel finding from this study concerns the results of Groups AB +/° and AB ÷. As predicted in the introduction to this experiment, the response rate during A was significantly slower in the former group.
General Discussion
50
The main finding to emerge from this series of experiments is that, using an autoshaping procedure, the rate of responding during the first element of a ,serial compound is greater when this stimulus is intermittently followed by a continuously reinforced CS (AB+A °) than when it is continuously paired with a partially reinforced CS (AB+/°). This difference was extremely robust and often very large. To the extent that A was equally often paired with food in both conditions (and in Experiment 3 less often paired with food in the AB+/°A ° than the AB +/° condition), this result is not to be explained in terms of the relation between A and food. In addition, it has been argued that the overall pattern of results is difficult to understand in terms of trial spacing or the effectiveness of the second CS as a reinforcer for the first.
The analysis favored throughout this article has been in terms of the Pearce-Hall model (1980), which was discussed in the introduction. Before returning to this account, however, we shall first summarize the implications of the present results for other contemporary theories of learning (e.g., Mackintosh, 1975; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972 ). As we have already remarked, these theories make the prediction that continuous reinforcement will result in a higher asymptote of conditioned responding than will partial reinforcement. This claim is contradicted by the present results if either food or B is regarded as the reinforcer for responding during A. The faster response rate during A in the AB+A ° condition relative to the AB ÷/° condition demonstrates the superiority of partial reinforcement with B. In Experiment 5, however, the higher response rate by Group AB÷A ° relative to Group AB ÷ demonstrates the superiority of partial reinforcement with food. In contrast to the inadequacies of these alternative explanations for our results, the account developed in the introduction has made quite specific predictions that are in keeping with the findings. This account is based upon the assumption that the vigor of key pecking is determined by two sources of response strength. One of these is the associative strength of the CS, the magnitude of which determines the strength of the CR. The other source is the predictive accuracy of the CS, and we have proposed that the more inaccurate a CS is as a predictor of its immediate consequences, the stronger the OR directed toward it. In support of these proposals, the previous experiments have demonstrated a high rate of responding whenever the CS A can be regarded as either high in associative strength or an inaccurate predictor of the event with which it is paired.
This suggestion that the strength of autoshaped key pecking might reflect the joint influence of two different processes is not novel. Schwartz (1977) suggested that such responding is determined by the combined influence of Pavlovian and operant contingencies. He based his claim on the observations that pigeon key pecks tend to be of short or long duration and argued that this reflects the influence of Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning, respectively. It is tempting to speculate that the short-duration responses are in fact ORs determined by the predictive accuracy of the CS and the longer duration responses are CRs. In keeping with this speculation can be cited reports that the short-duration responses are most in evidence when the CS is an inaccurate predictor of food. Thus these responses were frequent at the outset of conditioning and during omission training (Schwartz, 1977; Schwartz & Gamzu, 1977) . Pecks of longer duration, however, were most often observed when the CS could be regarded as an accurate predictor of the US, for example, after extended training.
It remains to be seen whether this type of analysis has any merit. Certainly, the account of autoshaping developed in this article would gain considerable credibility if it could be shown that ORs and CRs have different physical attributes. In the meantime we can conclude that the previous experiments have generated a set of apparently counterintuitive resuits that lie beyond the scope of most contemporary theories of learning. We have argued that the Pearce and Hall (1980) model currently provides the most acceptable framework for these findings and for the effects of partial reinforcement on autoshaping in general.
